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Loading machines I Loading machine for port handling work

THE PERFECT SOLUTION FOR PORT HANDLING

• Mobile, flexible, efficient – deployable anytime, anywhere 

• Raised undercarriage for optimal view across ship sides  

• Excellent stability coupled with high lifting capacity 

• Outstanding handling performance 

• Safe and simple operation
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EXCELLENT LOADING PERFORMANCE 
powerful, sensitive hydraulics with 
electric servo control, high loads across  
the entire working range

SIMPLE OPERATION  
multi-function display,
2 proportional servo-control joysticks 
for driving and for all working motions 

OPTIMAL WORKING HEIGHT 
1.3 m raised undercarriage for unobstructed  
work across high ship sides

MHL 585 

KEY DATA

Operation weight with grab 77 500 kg
Engine output 248 kW /1 800 min-1

(low emission pursuant to COM 2 /Tier II)
Grab 1,0 - 3,0 m3*

* depending on material

OPTIMAL REACH  
max. tipping height: 18 m 
max. reach: 21 m 
for trouble-free ship unloading 
transfer from ship to ship 
or from ship to truck or wagon 
 

OPTIMAL FLEXIBILITY  
thanks to quick change of work  
equipment and a large selection 
of the most varied of attachments 

OPTIMAL PRECISION  
8.95 m dipperstick for precise  
work at the ship side 
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PERFECT VIEW OF  
LOADING MATERIAL 
hydraulically height-adjustable cabin 
with servo control and excellent steadiness  
• upwards: up to 8.2 m 
• forward: 2.2 m 

EASY AND FAST ACCESS 
hydraulically extendable exit  
and circumferential maintenance bridge, 
engine compartment illumination  

SAFE & FAST  
RELOCATION 
3.90-m-wide special axles  
max. speed: 6 km/h 

OPTIMAL STABILITY 
extra large undercarriage, 
enlarged stabilizer plates, 
individually controllable stabilizers 

PERFECT VIEW INTO THE WORKING AREA
additional vision panel in the cab floor,
large glass windows with optimal panorama view 
4 video cameras on uppercarriage frame for safe operations 

FLEXIBILITY
FOR PORT HANDLING

EXTREMELY SIMPLE  
MAINTENANCE 
thanks to good accessibility and 
central lubrication system 

POWERFUL  
DIESEL ENGINE 
6-cylinder Deutz diesel engine 
with turbo charger & aftercooler



SAFE BASE
FOR OPTIMAL STABILITY
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HIGH STABILITY THANKS TO LARGE  
STABILIzER BASE
With a stabilizer width of 5.50 m and a stabilizer length 
of 6.13 m, the undercarriage of the MHL 585 has a stabi-
lizer base that guarantees excellent stability even in the 
toughest working conditions while still offering an opti-
mal lifting capacity. The individually controllable stabiliz-
ers ensure optimal stability on any surface. 
The particularly large-dimensioned stabilizer plates  
(60 x 90 cm) guarantee an extremely low ground pressure. 
The surface pressure amounts to a mere 79 N/cm², so 
that it spares even fragile block paving on quays.  

MOBILITY ON A WIDE WHEEL BASE
To do justice to the specific requirements of port han-
dling work, the MHL 585 has been fitted with special 
axles featuring a track width of 3.90 m. The 4x4 drive 
has two infinitely variable hydrostatic motors and a max. 
tractive power of 193 kN. The max. speed here amounts 
to 6 km/h with a hill-climbing ability of up to 24.6%. This 
ensures fast and safe relocation of the 77-t-heavy ma-
chine at any time.  

RAISED UNDERCARRIAGE 
The new undercarriage of the MHL 585 was 
specifically developed for special needs when 
unloading ships. The chassis is raised by an 
additional support frame. The pivot point of the 
boom is significantly higher and ensures opti-
mal overload conditions, permitting smooth, 
safe and fast loading even across high ship 
sides.  
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GETTING A HANDLE ON THINGS
NEW GEOMETRY

FOR TOP LOADING PERFORMANCE
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LOADING EqUIPMENT WITH OPTIMAL REACH  
Thanks to its gooseneck-type work equipment, the MHL 585 boasts optimal fill fac-
tors in each working cycle when unloading ships and, hence, reliably high economic 
efficiency. The grab can be precisely positioned above the material to be loaded, so 
that this can be reached even when located right next to a ship side, and pinpoint-
edly set down.  With a reach of 21 m, loading onto stockpiles, from ship to ship, onto 
truck, wagon or conveyor belt is fast and glitch-free. So the MHL 585 is the perfect 
alternative for jobs in which cable cranes are too inert or work too imprecisely due to 
the length of the cables.

POWERFUL AND SENSITIVE HYDRAULICS 
The geometry of the boom delivers high load values across the entire working area, 
so that any material once picked up can be lifted fast and safely. The electric servo 
control enables an optimal response in all work movements, especially when outside 
temperatures are low. Extremely short response times to the control signals ensure 
direct feedback and guarantee excellent high-precision control.  Optimal utilization 
of engine output is ensured by a power-limit control that supplies the max. output 
wherever it happens to be needed.  In the process, the hydraulic system, thanks to 
low-loss oil ducts, ensures perfect reconciliation between drive and slewing function, 
as well as between load equipment and grab operations.



EVERYTHING
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PERFECT

THE CAB:  
ERGONOMIC, SPACIOUS AND COMFORTABLE

The MHL 585’s cab is offering all the comfort that can be 
expected from a TEREX Fuchs loading machine: ergo-
nomic design, large bullet-proof glazing, air-conditioning 
and a driver’s seat that can be adjusted in all positions, 
whereby all operating elements are arranged within direct 
reach.

The MHL 585 is fully controlled by two joysticks. All control 
and drive functions can be selected using the two operat-
ing levers and are triggered by a simple push of a button. 
This means that, while on a job, the operator no longer 
has to awkwardly change hands and has safe control of 
the machine at all times.
Additional safety is offered by the direction reverser, which 
is standard and ensures that the direction taken is main-
tained irrespective of the relative position of uppercarriage 
and undercarriage, leaving the driver to concentrate fully 
on his work. 

THE NEW CONTROL CENTRE: 
COLOURED MULTI-FUNCTION DISPLAY 

The technical highlight of the cab is the new multi-func-
tion display which has been placed above the right-hand 
control console at the operative’s eye level. Using the 
high-resolution touch-screen monitor, all critical machine 
settings can be made and operating states called up at all 
times. The easy-to-read display and clear visualization of 
all important functions offer additional safety and relieve 
the driver in his day-to-day work.  
A special feature is offered by the screen via its keyboard.  
A simple tap suffices to display images from the video 
camera positioned on the uppercarriage, e.g., to check 
whether anybody is standing behind the machine. 



PANORAMA VIEW AND SIMPLE OPERATION
UNDER CONTROL

MONITORING IS GOOD 
- ALL-ROUND VISIBILITY IS BETTER 

As in all TEREX Fuchs loading machines, the 
large front and side windows offer an excellent 
panorama view into the working area. Through 
the roof window, the operator also has an up-
ward view of the material being loaded.  To meet 
the special demands in unloading ships, the  
MHL 585 has been given an extra floor vision panel 
for a direct view of the loading sill, thus offering 
even more safety at all times. Together with the four 
video cameras mounted across the uppercarriage, 
the entire surroundings – including the hard-to-see 
area behind the unit – can always be monitored at a 
glance without having to interrupt the work.

OPTIMAL WORKING HEIGHT 
- PERFECT VIEW OF THE LOAD  

Thanks to the hydraulically height-adjustable cabin, 
the operative has a perfect view of the load at all 
times.  The new geometry of the lift frame enables 
the cab to be moved via the proportional servo con-
trol up to an eye level of 8.20 m.  Independently of 
this, the cabin can be moved forward 2.20 m at any 
working height.  This ensures an optimal view of 
tool and load, even when unloading ships with high 
walls.  It makes exact positioning of the tool easier 
and guarantees high loading performance.  

Universal visibility – always: 
the hydraulically  
height adjustable cabin

2.20 m forward

up to 
8.20 m
upward
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SIMPLE ACCESS
MAXIMAL AVAILABILITY

DIRECT ACCESS – ALL THE WAY ROUND 

The good accessibility of TEREX Fuchs loading machines 
is now virtually proverbial among their competitors. This is 
where the MHL 585 offers a whole host of intelligent tech-
nical solutions that enable simple and quick access to all 
important components despite the raised undercarriage.
For example, the access to the cab, in spite of the lofty 
heights involved, is extremely easy and safe thanks to the 
hydraulic fold-out ladder. Access to engine and hydraulic 
components is possible at any time via the wide decks on 
both sides. The opposite side of the machine is acces-
sible without any problem by walkway. So all areas of the 
upper structure can be reached safely and quickly.
The generously dimensioned maintenance covers have a 
large opening angle and facilitate work in a comfortable 
upright position. The engine compartment is also illumi-
nated, which makes routine checks even easier.
For work in poor light conditions, a hand-held torch with 
magnetic base is one more feature. 

INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGY 
FOR EXTRAORDINARY AVAILABILITY 

Nothing is more annoying than an outage of a machine 
that has to do good work on day-to-day base. Thanks 
to their extremely robust design and proven technology, 
TEREX Fuchs loading machines help you avoid a range of 
nasty surprises.
The MHL 585, just like its smaller brothers, is system-
atically designed for reliable operations and dependable 
high economic efficiency.
To ensure undisrupted operations even under high contin-
uous loads, the MHL 585 has a central lubrication system 
as standard which reliably supplies all lubrication points, 
thus reducing maintenance outlays even further.
The hydraulic oil is constantly cleaned by two filters dur-
ing operation, with the condition of the filters being elec-
trically monitored. This practically avoids any outage of 
the valves due to soiling. 100% return filtering, which 
traps particles measuring 10 µm, achieves a purity class 
between 9/5 and 12/7, thus guaranteeing an extraordinar-
ily high life cycle for the hydraulic oil and hydraulic com-
ponents.
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MHL 585
TECHNICAL Data
SPECIFICATIONS

Diesel engine Deutz BF6M 1015 C

Type 6-cylinder V engine, turbo charged, charged air cooler

Output / nominal Speed 248 kW / 1800 rpm

Displacement 11.91 l

Cooling system Water/charged air cooler with temperature-regulated fan speed 

Air filter Two-stage filter with safety valve

Fuel tank 900 l

Electrical System 24 V, generator 28 V / 80 A

Batteries 2 x 12 V /143 Ah / 950 A (pursuant to EN)

Lighting system 2 floodlights in uppercarriage, rear marker light, direction indicator lamp

Work site head beam 2 xenon floodlights on boom, 2 xenon floodlights in dipperstick

Magnetic system (optional) 30 kW, D.C. generator driven via V-belt at diesel engine

Travel drive
4 x 4, hydrostatic drive with 2 infinitely variable axial piston motors and directly mounted travel brake 

valve, single-stage transfer gearbox

Travel speed 0-6 km/h

Max. gradeability max. 24.66%

Turning radius 10.6 m

Operating weight Basic machine with 1.0 m2 cactus grab

with loading equipment 
21 m gooseneck type

77.5 t

Slewing drive 3-stage planetary gear with integrated multi-disc brake

Ring gear Internally toothed double-row slewing ring

Uppercarriage speed 0-6 rpm

Undercarriage
Front axle: rigid mounted steering axle, max. steering angle 30°. 

Rear axle: oscillating axle in planetary gear design with drum brake and oscillating axle lock

Stabilizers 4-point supported, individually controllable

Tyres Solid rubber, super elastic tyres, 14.00-24 tyres with twinning rings

Brakes

Service brake Hydraulically operated single-circuit braking system acting on all four wheel pairs 

parking brake Hydraulic disc brake on gear box acting on both axles  

Hydraulic System
Hydraulic system with load-sensing and flow-on-demand controls, separate oil cooler with large 

cooling surface, temperature-controlled fan speed, central lubrication as standard 

Hydraulic-oil filter Full-flow filtering in the return integrated into oil tank 

Max. pump output (2000 min-1) 936 l/min

Max. operating pressure 360 bar

Hydraulic oil tank 780 l

Cabin

Hydraulically infinitely adjustable cab up to 8.2 m eye level, independently of this, 2.2 forward; 
adjustable air-cushioned, orthopaedic comfort seat with head rest; safety belt; joystick controlled 
steering; water heating system with 3-speed fan; air conditioning; slideable front windscreen with 

pull-down sunblind; opening window on cab roof; vision panel in cab floor; multi-function display with 
colour video screen 

Max. eye level 8.2 m

Sound level LwA 104 dB(A)

Safety equipment Required for hoisting jobs pursuant to EN 474-5, with operating range limiter for cab protection

Official homologation Certification according to CE regulations
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MHL 585
TECHNICAL Data
WORkING RANGE

MHL 585
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Fuchs loading machine MHL 585

Boom length  11.35 m

Dipperstick length 8.35 m

Grab 1.0 - 3.0 m3*

 * depending on material
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MHL 585
TECHNICAL Data
LIFTING CAPACITIES 

MHL 585 with universal boom 11.35 m • Dipperstick 8.95  m

Height
m

Undercarriage 
stabilizers

reach in m

6.0 7.5 9.0 10.5 12.0 13.5 15 16.5 18.0 19.5

18.0 4pt.-supported 8.1* 5.6*

16.5 4pt.-supported 7.9* 7.5* 5.0*

15.0 4pt.-supported 7.9* 7.4* 7.1*

13.5 4pt.-supported 7.9* 7.5* 7.1* 6.0*

12.0 4pt.-supported 8.7* 8.1* 7.6* 7.1* 6.7*

10.5 4pt.-supported 9.1* 8.3* 7.7* 7.2* 6.8* 5.6*

9.0 4pt.-supported 10.6* 9.5* 8.7* 8.0* 7.4* 6.9* 6.4*

7.5 4pt.-supported 15.9* 13.2* 11.4* 10.1* 9.0* 8.2* 7.5* 7.0* 6.4*

6.0 4pt.-supported 23.9* 18.0* 14.5* 12.2* 10.6* 9.4* 8.5* 7.7* 7.1* 6.5*

4.5 4pt.-supported 14.6* 19.8* 15.6* 13.0* 11.1* 9.8* 8.7* 7.9* 7.1* 6.5*

3.0 4pt.-supported 8.1* 19.2* 16.5* 13.6* 11.5* 10.0* 8.9* 8.0* 7.2* 6.5*

1.5 4pt.-supported 7.2* 13.4* 17.0* 14.0* 11.8* 10.2* 9.0* 8.0* 7.2* 6.4*

0 4pt.-supported 7.6* 12.0* 17.1* 14.1* 11.9* 10.3* 9.0* 8.0* 7.1* 6.2*

-1.5 4pt.-supported 8.3* 11.8* 16.8* 13.9* 11.8* 10.2* 8.9* 7.8* 6.9* 5.9*

-3.0 4pt.-supported 9.1* 12.1* 16.1* 13.5* 11.5* 9.9* 8.6* 7.5* 6.5*

-4.5 4pt.-supported 9.9* 12.7* 15.0* 12.7* 10.9* 9.4* 8.1* 7.0* 5.8*

-6.0 4pt.-supported 13.5* 11.6* 9.9* 8.6* 7.3* 6.1*

*  values limited by hydraulic force

 All lifting capacities are stated in tons (t). The pump pressure is 360 bar (5220 psi). Pursuant to ISO 10567, lifting capacity is 
75% of the static tipping load or 87% of the hydraulic lifting force. On solid and level ground, these values apply to slewing 
operations through 360°.
The weights of any attached load-hoisting implements (grab, magnet, load hook, etc.) must be deducted from the carrying-
capacity values. Pursuant to the CE directive, hoisting operations require hose rupture safety valves and an overload warn-
ing device. 
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MHL 585
TECHNICAL Data
DIMENSIONS
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MHL 585
TECHNICAL Data
ASSEMbLIES / WEIGHTS
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... so einfach wie das Quick Con-
nect Schnellwechselsystem von  
Terex-Fuchs. Warum verschiedene Spezialma-
schinen vorhalten, wenn Sie ihre Lademaschine in 
wenigen Minuten in ein voll funktionsfähiges, viel- 
seitiges Trägergerät umrüsten können?

MHL 585
THE INTELLIGENT ALTERNATIVE 

Traditional harbours and ports on inland 
waters and along coasts are visibly mor-
phing from straight transhipment points 
into venues for logistics services. For a 
long time, all that mattered was high ton-
nages and having the capacity to move 
large amounts of similar goods. Now, the 
ability to respond to a wide range of de-
mands at very short notice is gaining in 
importance in port handling operations. 
The TEREX Fuchs loading machine  
MHL 585 gives you the flexibility you need 
in deployment to successfully respond to 
new requirements. Unlike conventional 
handling units, the mobile loader is always 
ready for action without great outlays and 
is quick to reach the work site. The most 
varied of attachments additionally extend 
the deployment spectrum. The powerful 
and responsive hydraulic system permits 
much more precise unloading and on-the-
spot setting down of the loading material, 
whether it be on a stockpile, in the hold 
of another ship or in a railway wagon. The 
gooseneck-type equipment reaches the 
entire hold, even loads located right next 
to the ship side.
The fast work cycles and high lifting ca-
pacity across the entire working area 
guarantee outstanding loading perform-
ance.  
Thanks to the hydraulically height-adjust-
able cab, the machine operator always 
has an optimal view of the working range.  
Operations are uncomplicated and can 
be learned quickly. The extremely robust 
design of the TEREX Fuchs loading ma-
chines ensures long service life and dis-
ruption-free operations even under the 
toughest of conditions.

MHL 585 valid from machine no. 10

For further information, please contact your local distributor or the TEREX Fuchs sales office listed. Continuous improve-
ment of our products is a TEREX Fuchs policy. Product specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation. 
The photographs and drawings in this brochure are for illustrative purposes only. Refer to the appropriate Operator‘s 
Manual for instructions on the proper use of this equipment. Failure to follow the appropriate Operator‘s Manual when 
using our equipment or to otherwise act irresponsibly may result in serious injury or death. Prices and specifications 
subject  to  change without notice. The only warranty applicable  is  the  standard written warranty applicable  to  the  
particular product and sale. TEREX Fuchs make no other warranty, expressed or implied.   Copyright ©2006 

TEREX | Fuchs GmbH
Industriestraße 3
76669 Bad Schönborn
Telephone  +49 (0)7253.84 0
Fax  +49 (0)7253.841 11
Internet:  www.fuchs-terex.de
Email:  info@fuchs-terex.de
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